One year ago, European Central Bank President Mario Draghi announced that the central bank had the political will to do “whatever it takes” to save the euro. Now, the worst may be over, as suggested by stronger economic data coming out of Europe. It appears the Continent is finally on the road to a sustained recovery.

For the past few years, the U.S. has been one of the best places to invest. In fact, the S&P 500 Index has experienced its strongest bull market ever, according to LPL Financial. Highlighted by Bloomberg Businessweek, since the market bottomed in March 2009, the S&P 500 Index has “bested all bull runs since 1949,” climbing 154 percent over the past four years.

This year alone through July 26, the S&P 500 Index increased 20 percent. By comparison, the Stoxx Europe 600 Index is up about 10 percent. Although European stocks underperformed, the area offers a better potential value, as equities sell at “11.8 times estimated 2014 earnings, compared with price-to-earnings multiples of 13.7 for the S&P,” says Barron’s.

**Today’s Bull Market is Strongest in Modern History**

S&P 500 Index Performance During all Bull Markets Since 1949
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After the U.S.’s huge run, is it possible the country will be handing off the baton across the Atlantic for the next leg of the relay race? Here are a few areas of strength that could send European stocks higher:

1. Europe is taking analysts by surprise
Take a look at the sudden divergence in Citigroup’s Economic Surprise Index in Europe compared to the U.S. The indices calculate the difference between economic data releases and survey data. A positive reading suggests economic releases are beating expectations; a negative reading indicates that the market expects better economic data than is actually released.

Recently, economic surprises in Europe have spiked to a reading of nearly 57. This is significantly higher than the U.S.’s, which has been hovering under zero since April.

2. Europe’s economic growth is improving
The European Union (EU) has had its share of difficulties, but “the Continent seems to have turned a corner,” reports Barron’s. This is shown in the chart, where GDP has had negative year-over-year growth each quarter over the past year. Looking forward, the area is anticipated to make significant progress. By the end of 2014, the growth rate could be around 1.7 percent.

Even though Europe has had pockets of turbulence, such as the event in Cyprus, “the eurozone has overcome the threat of systemic failure and dispelled concerns about its long-term viability. The economy is being rebuilt,” says Barron’s.

3. Some of the riskiest European stocks are showing relative strength
Airlines are considered one of the most economically sensitive areas of the market, with stock prices especially volatile during times of weakness. So when you see certain airline companies gaining relative strength, it’s time to take a closer look.

Relative strength is a metric we use to compare the performance of different groups of stocks or sectors to identify areas of the market that are recent strong performers. Being quick to recognize relative strength can provide an edge, as long as you act quickly. In short, we believe investors should buy into strength and avoid the weak.

Of the entire airline industry, European and U.S. carriers dominate the positive momentum list, according to data from BMO Capital Markets. Asian carriers, on the other hand, are showing significant weakness, says BMO. Take a look at the year-to-date returns as of July 26, 2013.
Themes to Capitalize On

Make sure your portfolio takes advantage of the many opportunities throughout Europe.

Emerging Europe especially benefits from a European recovery, says Portfolio Manager Tim Steinle of the Emerging Europe Fund (EUROX). These developing countries are economically tied to their western counterparts through established export trade, putting them in an excellent position to benefit from the Continent’s recovery.

Here are only a few examples: More than 80 percent of Czech and Hungarian exports head to Western Europe and about 50 percent of Polish and Turkish goods are exported to Western Europe.

In addition, we expect a continued convergence of European countries. The integration process is currently underway, with emerging countries in the east working to meet the European Union’s standards that include living standards, GDP, environmental standards, regulatory standards and infrastructure. See Turkey’s concentrated efforts here.

“The quest for membership is a vote of confidence in Europe and its institutions,” says Barron’s. Next year, Latvia likely will join the EU, giving up its own currency in exchange for the euro. Lithuania also is expected to join the euro, according to Barron’s.

It appears that Europe is ready for a take off. Is your portfolio on board?

Read more of Frank’s insights on his blog, “Frank Talk.” Visit usfunds.com/franktalk.
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